THE J. MACK ROBINSON COLLEGE OF BUSINESS offers undergraduates the largest selection of business majors in the state and numerous immersive and experiential learning opportunities. Our programs are designed to push beyond the classroom and provide experiences that bridge the gap between business education and the business world. No one gets closer to business than Robinson.

- **Oldest college** of business in Georgia
- A campus without boundaries in **downtown Atlanta** — the economic center of the Southeast, home of the world’s busiest airport, headquarters for 15 Fortune 500 companies, a global leader in fintech and a vibrant entrepreneurial community
- A hub for **internships, jobs** and connections to the **global business community**
- **75,000+** alumni worldwide — many in Atlanta
- **184** full-time faculty
- **1,000+** corporate partners for projects, mentorships and internships

ABOUT GEORGIA STATE

Georgia State, an enterprising public research university in Atlanta, is a national leader in graduating students from diverse backgrounds. The university provides its accomplished faculty and more than **53,000 students** with unsurpassed connections to the opportunities available in one of the 21st century’s great global cities.
UNDERGRADUATE

- Bachelor of business administration — accountancy, actuarial science, business economics, computer information systems, entrepreneurship, finance, hospitality administration, managerial sciences, marketing, real estate, risk management & insurance

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

- 8 undergraduate certificates in: cybersecurity, fintech, hospitality, hospitality operations and marketing
- 2 graduate certificates in various marketing concentrations

GRADUATE

- Master of actuarial science
- Master of science in 9 disciplines*
- Master of global hospitality management
- Master of international business
- Master of professional accountancy
- Master of taxation
- Master of business administration
- Executive master of business administration
- Doctor of philosophy
- Doctor of business administration

DUAL DEGREES

- 9 dual-degree programs that allow eligible students to complete either two master’s degrees or a master’s degree and doctor of jurisprudence degree concurrently

* For the full list of degree programs offered, visit robinson.gsu.edu/academic-programs.

SIGNATURE PROGRAMS

ERIC J. JOINER ACHIEVEMENT ACADEMY
This three-year professional development program accelerates participants’ career and professional development. Students complete two experiential learning activities and two career-oriented internships that position them to land jobs at innovative organizations upon graduation.

HONORS EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS
Georgia State Honors College students pursuing Robinson degrees are automatically considered part of the Honors Experience in Business and have access to all benefits and amenities. This includes a more rigorous curriculum as well as mentoring, academic research and professional development programs.

HONORS TRACK IN FINANCE
This two-semester program is an accelerated curriculum for Robinson’s most accomplished undergraduate finance majors. It provides students with a deeper understanding of the discipline, a distinguished skill set and a strategic advantage throughout their careers.

PANTHERS ACCELERATED CAREER EXPERIENCE
Student teams work together to solve a problem for a company, just as a consulting firm would address an issue a client can’t figure out or doesn’t have the time or resources to handle. Students interact with company leaders and entrepreneurs as colleagues.

PANTHERS IMMERSION PROGRAMS
Students are admitted to Panthers on Wall Street, Panthers in the District and Panthers in the Valley through a competitive selection and professional development process. It’s followed by months of training and culminates in a four-day business trip to New York City, Washington, D.C., or Silicon Valley.

WOMENLEAD
WomenLead equips students with the skills, experience and networking opportunities to get a seat at the table. Participants form direct connections with Atlanta leaders, gain a better understanding of their strengths and present a final project evaluated by faculty and community partners.